FUTRUS® HALO WALL PROTECTION SYSTEM

A unique, modular wall panel system, made with 100% Corian®. Designed to provide an unrivaled hygienic and impact resistant barrier of protection to any vertical area. Surfaces are non-porous, bleach cleanable, repairable and easy to maintain. Each panel is prefabricated using advanced digital technology to meet precise wall dimensions. Edge joints ensure panels fit precisely to create a virtually seamless surface with the option to hard seam.

- 100% Corian
- Virtually seamless & non-porous
- Bleach cleanable
- Impact resistant
- Resists scratching, chipping & staining
- Repairable
- Tongue & groove joints
- Standard Corian® Colors: Cameo White, Glacier White, Bone, Bisque, Vanilla, Sandstone, Linen

Advantages of Futrus® Halo System vs. Traditional Installation Methods

- Laser wall templating - Ensures complete accuracy of all surface dimensions, including doorways and cutouts and minimizes material waste to support sustainability.
- Digital CNC panel production - Ensures each panel is consistently finished to the highest quality.
- Off-site pre-fabrication - Enables rapid installation to reduce downtime and lost revenue. Also reduces site disruption, debris and safety risks
- Multi-step surface finish - Provides a consistent matte finish, reducing glare and reflection.
- Lap joint edges - Allows for both soft seaming or hard seaming.

Combine the Futrus® Halo System with Futrus® Wall Accessories to create added protection, functionality and an attractive, cohesive look.

For complete product specifications, visit futrus.com.

All Corian® solid surface colors and thicknesses carry the highest “interior finishes” rating. Corian® is:
- Class I (Class A) fire rated
- GREENGUARD Gold for children and schools
- GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®
- GREENGUARD listed for Microbial resistance